
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Ameranth Inc. Files For Prioritized 

USPTO Examination of Its 

New, Strategic 

21st Century Communications™ 

 Patent 

‘New Patent Will Significantly Expand And Extend Ameranth’s patent portfolio’ 

March 15, 2023, San Diego, CA — Ameranth, Inc. announced today that it has just filed a new 

strategic patent application with the USPTO, and that it has sought for it to be examined under the 

new USPTO Prioritized Examination Program - for patents deemed of the highest importance. 

Under this accelerated patent office review program, Ameranth anticipates receiving a Notice of 

Allowance, prior to the end of 2023, and for this new patent application, not only to expand well 

beyond its already very extensive, existing portfolio of 8 issued and 3 pending patents but for it to 

serve as a platform for an entire second generation of pioneering patents ---and for years to come.  

The new Patent is titled ‘An Adaptable Computing Network With Real Time, Intelligent, 4D 

Spherical Scalability, Tech Stack Awareness, Tech Stack Integration, Automatic Bi-

Directional Communications Channel Switching And Order Equilibrium - For Large 

Enterprise, Time Sensitive Event/Transaction Driven Applications’. It includes 30 new claims 

conceived  by Ameranth’s President and lead inventor, Keith McNally - which are initially claimed 

in respect to 4 Hospitality Market Embodiments, of (1) food/drink ordering, (2) restaurant 

reservations, (3) hotel/rental reservations, and (4) event ticketing; but its scope is far broader. Figure 

1 below provides a general visualization of some of its new inventive concepts/integrations.  

About Ameranth, Inc.: 

The adoption and/or licensing of Ameranth’s technology by  many industry leaders/chains and the 

wide acclaim received by Ameranth for its technological innovations are just some of the many 

confirmations of the breakthrough aspects of Ameranth’s inventions.  Ameranth has also received 

twelve different technology awards (three with “end customer” partners) and has been widely 

recognized as a hospitality wireless/internet technology leader by many major national and 

hospitality publications, e.g., The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, USA Today, Harvard 

Business Review and many others.  
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